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         It has been another great week in Red Class, we have been busy sorting 
out our Mazey Day fish models as well as learning about our new animal habitat   

deserts. In maths we have been working hard to halve numbers of    
objects. It’s all very exciting for the children as they are readying    

themselves for life after Red Class. Thank you for your patience and   
cooperation with the change of parent pick up point in school. The   

children have responded really well to this. 

 

Have a lovely weekend,  

Mr Savage, Miss Graham, Mrs Rudlin and Miss Reeves. 

Weekend challenge: 

Can you tell a grown up a fact about the   

jungle and desert habitats? 

Maths weekend challenge: 

Can you find 8 objects and split them in half? 

Library books 

Over the course of the next week we will be 

endeavouring to take the children into the   

library to change their books. This time of the 

year requires a degree of flexibility so we ask 

if your child can have their library book 

ready to be swapped at all times as we   

cannot predict which day we will be able to 

change it at this stage. Thanks 

Parent’s day 

Thank you for your responses regarding 

Parent’s day on the 8th July. I have       

allocated a number of appointment slots for 

the day and where possible have tried to 

combine it with siblings. If your child has a 

sibling in school could you please let either 

myself or their sibling’s teacher know so we 

can coordinate time slots as best as we can. 

Thank you 

Mazey Day information 

It is finally here! The children are 

all very excited and have been 

spending the last two weeks    

making their rattling fish. If you 

are taking part in the school   

parade our parade start time is 

1pm. The dress theme is green 

and/or blue to represent the ocean. 

We all look forward 

to seeing you there! 

Warm weather information: 

As the weather is getting warmer, we are 

explaining to the children how to stay 

safe in the sun. To assist with this 

could you please check that your child 

has a hat in school, a named water   

bottle and their own sun cream. The vast 

majority of the sun creams we have in 

school do have names on but there are 

several that don’t and 

in this instance we 

cannot apply sun 

cream to children if the 

bottle has no name on. 


